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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

3.1 Conclusions

There are many linguistics devices found in written language but this study

only concerns about the linguistics devices found in political text. So after

analyzing the whole texts which are choosen to be the data in this study, it is

concluded that the stylistic device found in the daily analisa newpaper are

metonymy, pleonasm, methapor, periphrasis, personification, synecdochy,

polysemy, anticlimax, euphemisms, clich, oxymoron, to tem pro parte, climax,

pun, slogan, irony, hyperbola, ephitet, cynicism, zeugma, antonomasia, asindenton

sarcasm, simile, ellipsis, proverbs.

Metonymy is the most stylistic devices of the whole stylistic device found in

the text (32.2%). Then followed by euphemism stylistic device (14.5%) and then

methapor (12%) out of the whole text.

Those three stylistic device are the most expressions found in the daily analisa

because in political text use to reffering something with word in order to describe

the quality or feature of that thing, then the language of politic used to use a word

or phrase to replace an unpleasant things that can make other people as reader or

listener or hearer feels humiliated because of that and the lasi is political text use

to use  an expression which describes a person or object in a literary way by

referring to something that is considered to have similar characteristics to the

person or object you are trying to describe.
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3.2 Suggestions

In relations to the conclusions, suggestions are offered as the following.

1. For the journalist, as a journalist he/she must understand well kinds of

linguistic devices in order to help them be able to write the political text in

a good way without containing to much linguistis devices which might

couse of breaking the ethics of writing text such as political text, which

makes someones feeling hurt. Further research requires to be conducted to

know more about the stylistic device and its fields

2. For editor, as an editor also should understand the linguistics devices in

order to help him in editing the idea contains in the political text written by

journalist so by the time the text breaks the ethics, it should be revise or at

least he/she may know whether the political text appropriate to be

publissed of not.

3. For applied Linguistics students are expected to have a better

understanding about stylistics devices to enable and enrich their

knowledge.


